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Sir/Madam,

Dr. Sukhbir Singh Sandhu, Joint Secretary (Central University & Language) directed me to inform all CUs that:

PM is launching the Start up India campaign on 16th January, 2016 at Vigyan Bhavan New Delhi. Whereas the event is happening throughout the day, PM's speech would be at 5.30 pm.

The telecast of the whole event is being done in the following ways:

1. NKN is bringing the live feed throughout the day, starting from 10 am onwards. For connectivity, you may contact your NKN coordinator.

2. Doordarshan is live telecasting the programme from 5.30 pm onwards.

3. Private TV channels and cable operators would able to relay the live feed from Doordarshan from 5.30 pm onwards

4. YOUTUBE videos will be available of the entire event (with a slight lag).

Given these options, you are requested to decide how to use these options in order to ensure that all the students get access to the whole day event.
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